PART 1: In your group, examine the assigned primary source and respond to the questions below. Be prepared to share.
SOURCE: https://uwm.edu/wtmjsearch/wtmjnewsarchive/47197/

1. What is this? (Describe the source)

2. When was this made?

3. Who are the people involved associated with this source? (STAKEHOLDERS)

4. What issue/event (SUBJECT) is this source related to? What information can this source teach you about that issue/event?

5. What is one question this source leaves you with?

PART 2: Using the information your group summarized about the primary source, brainstorm terms below that can be used to find secondary sources

1. Brainstorm at least 4 terms that describe or relate to the SUBJECT of the source:

   ----------------         ----------------         ---------------         ----------------

2. Brainstorm at least 4 terms that describe or relate to the STAKEHOLDERS of this source:

   ----------------         ----------------         ---------------         ----------------

3. Brainstorm at least 3 additional terms that relate to or describe the source:

   ----------------         ----------------         ----------------
PART 3: Using the terms you brainstormed in the last section, your group will conduct three rounds of competitive searching. For each round, summarize your group’s search results.

ROUND 1: SEARCH@UW | FIND A BOOK
Title:
Author:
What search terms did you use?
What filters did you apply (if any)?
Why did you choose this book?

ROUND 2: SEARCH@UW | FIND A SCHOLARLY ARTICLE
Title:
Author:
What search terms did you use?
What filters did you apply (if any)?
Why did you choose this source?

ROUND 3: WILD CARD* | FIND ANY SOURCE APPROPRIATE FOR COLLEGE-LEVEL RESEARCH
Navigate to your course guide: https://guides.library.uwm.edu/mkela. Then go to the "Milwaukee" tab. For ROUND 3, search any tool listed in the box titled "Find Secondary Sources".
Title:
Author:
Which search tool did you use to find the source?
What search terms did you use?
What filters did you apply (if any)?
Why did you choose this source?